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I n these interesting times, life is still about celebration – seizing the moment and creating 
a cherished memory that holds true long after the special moment passes.  It is a time to  

celebrate those that are dear to us, and savor each special milestone. I am proud to have been 
a part of so many celebrations through my 45 years, and this moment is no different.  

During recent months, I have continued my artistic journey in curating new designs and creating   
distinctive jewelry of exceptional quality. Each design has been meticulously sketched and 
crafted in pursuit of progress, lasting beauty and social responsibility. From the new Bermuda 
and Paloma gold collections to Entwine in silver, it has been a creative time and I invite you to 
discover each new collection alongside time-honored favorites. 

With a newly updated website, exploring our vast selection is easier than ever. Please visit  
www.JohnAtencio.com. There you will find virtual and in person appointment scheduling, along  
with easy delivery options - should you prefer.  

Thank you for taking time to explore my 2021 Collections. I hope that my inspirations become a 
part of this new chapter in your journey. 

 – John Atencio

Front cover and shown at right: Bermuda turquoise and pave diamond toggle bracelet $5995. Above: 
Bermuda turquoise and diamond earrings $3250, and ring $3195. Bermuda pave diamond ring $6950. At 
right: Bermuda turquoise and diamond pendant $2595, and pave diamond pendant $4995. All styles are 
also available with white diamonds and black diamonds.
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PARALLEL
Parallel comes alive with asymmetrical styling, hand-cut trillion gemstones, and a pristine high polish  
finish. Crafted in 14 karat gold and paired with pave diamonds, as shown above: Parallel rings with 
raspberry garnet, $1425 and $2450, and with chrome diopside $2975. At right: Raspberry garnet 
 pendant $2395, and earrings $2675. Parallel hinged bracelets $3695 each.
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ENTWINE
Entwine your love with the newest silver collection by John Atencio. Shown (above) in sterling silver 
with 14 karat gold accents and hand-cut gemstones: Entwine blue topaz pendant $995, and small 
prasiolite pendant $495. Large blue topaz ring $995, and blue topaz and prasiolite stacking rings, $595 
each. Entwine blue topaz earrings $550. At right: Entwine blue topaz cuff bracelet $1495, small hinged 
cuffs in blue topaz and prasiolite, $995 each. 
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ESSENCE
A return to simple, everyday diamond elegance in 14 karat rose, yellow and white gold. Above: 
Essence double-row diamond bracelet $4150, single row diamond hoops $1450, single stack rings 
with sapphires $1695, diamonds $1795, and rubies $1695. Essence five-row diamond ring $3795. 
Shown at right: Essence single-row diamond bracelets $3150 each, diamond ball pendant $3650, 
diamond pendant necklace $2695, and diamond stud earrings $1395.
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PALOMA
Paloma is simplicity reimagined - with clean lines and the dimension of bezel-set gemstones in rose,  
white or yellow 14 karat gold.  Shown above (clockwise from top): Paloma 3-row diamond ring  
$2450, Paloma diamond stack rings with sapphires in white gold $1325, diamonds in white gold $1175, 
rubies in yellow gold $1325, and emeralds in rose gold $1725. 

Opposite page (left to right): Paloma plain diamond bracelet $3295, Paloma diamond bracelets with: 
sapphires in white gold $3925, rubies in yellow gold $3925, and emeralds in rose gold $4850. Also 
shown: Diamond and ruby pendant necklace $2150. 
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DECO & APOLLO
Make a style statement with the iconic design and hand-cut briolette gemstones of Deco. Choose 
from black onyx or amazonite, each crafted with pave diamonds in sterling silver with 14 karat  
gold accents. Shown above: Deco hinged cuffs $1025 each, dangle earrings $1525, and rings, $1050 
each. At right (mid-stack): Deco double-braided leather bracelet with pave diamonds $995. 

Dazzle in the newest Apollo Shagreen diamond bracelets, shown in black, purple and teal shagreen 
with sterling silver and 14 karat gold accents, $1220 each. 
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BELLAGIO
Unique luxury by John Atencio. Inspired by the Bellagio fountain, the intricately woven strands of 
channel-set diamonds create an exquisite statement of elegance. Shown above in 14 karat white 
gold: Bellagio pendant necklace $4695, dangle earrings $7645, and link bracelet with safety clasp 
$7545. At right: Bellagio hinged cuff $16,150, and ring $5295. 
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VENTURE
Distinctive and modern, Venture stands alone. New Venture Diamond styles shown above in 14 
karat gold (from top): Venture solitaire pendant $2895 and earrings $3195. Venture diamond pendant 
with channel-set diamonds $3450, matching earrings $3695, and ring $3550. 

Opposite page: Venture with London blue topaz and diamonds: Ring $2950, bracelet $6595, and  
pendant $2995. Venture Diamond bracelets in yellow and white gold, $5295 each.
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CHORUS
Chorus brings versatile styling and a melody of color in sterling silver and 14 karat gold. Shown 
above: Chorus hinged bangles in amethyst and lemon quartz $725 each, amethyst stud earrings 
$525, small amethyst pendant $825, and large pave diamond pendant $1725. At right: Chorus cuff 
with blue topaz and lemon quartz $1350, double-braided leather bracelet with blue topaz $995, and  
Chorus rings in blue topaz and pave diamonds, $925 each.
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ANNIVERSARY & MONACO
Anniversary or just because - Celebrate with the brilliance of a John Atencio diamond ring. Shown 
above in white, yellow or rose gold (from top left): Everlast $6075, Devotion $7995, Lines $4875,  
Devotion 3-stone $3075, Delicia band $3695, Encore $595 and Orion $2195. At front (left to right): 
Affection rings $2195 each, Cascade $1395, Paloma $1175, and Treasure $4295.

Monaco captures the stunning beauty and irresistible brilliance of diamonds. Each Monaco design 
is crafted with prong-set diamonds in 14 karat white gold. Shown at right: Tennis bracelets (from 
left) in 1-carat $2495, 2-carat $3450, 3-carat $5295, and three-row 4-carat $7950. Monaco 2- inch 
drop earrings $2495. 
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LINES & PINNACLE
An enduring classic – The Lines diamond collection. Shown in 14 karat yellow and white gold 
(above): Lines hinged bracelets $5175 each, pendant  necklace $4295, and earrings $2195.

Pinnacle makes a trillion statement -  blending soft curves, clean lines and cascading diamonds 
with brilliant tanzanite. Shown at right in 14 karat white gold: Pinnacle hinged bracelet $8445,  
earrings $3950, pendant $3595, and ring $3895. 
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ARRIVOARRIVO
Define your style with the colorful trillion and diamond rich styles of Arrivo. Shown above in sterling 
silver and 14 karat gold with pave diamonds: Arrivo blue topaz hinged bracelet $1250, ring $925, and 
pendant necklace $950. Also shown: Pave diamond bracelet $1420, and ring $1275. 

Revel in the newest Arrivo hinged stacking bangles shown at right in: blue topaz $1025, pave  
diamond $1325, and rhodolite garnet $1025. Solitaire pendants in blue topaz and pave diamond, $525 
each. Pave diamond stud earrings $1075.
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OYSTER & GEMINI
Diamonds are embraced in the sweeping bold design of Oyster by John Atencio. Shown above 
in 14 karat yellow gold: Oyster hinged bracelet $7595, ring $3775, and earrings $3895. Large Oyster 
pendant $3650, and small pendant $3150.

The soft curves and sleek contoured lines of Gemini meet as twins in pear-shaped amethyst and 
diamond pave. Shown opposite page: narrow Gemini bracelet with amethyst $4150, and with pave 
diamonds $4595. Large Gemini pave diamond ring $3250, and small ring with lilac amethyst $1595. 
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ORIGINATE & POLAR
The timeless statement looks of Originate and Polar by John Atencio. Shown above, the diamond 
designs of Originate in 14 karat gold: cuff bracelet $5195, ring $3695, and stud earrings $3095.  
Originate pendants in rose, white and yellow gold are sold separately (from left): $1595, $1995 and 
$1675, or as one (as shown), $4650.

At right (from top): Polar hinged diamond bracelets in white or yellow 14 karat gold, $4795  
each. Polar diamond drop earrings $1595 and pendant $1850. Polar diamond rings $1475 each. Plain 
Polar ring $795. 
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SOLAR
Showcase your style with iconic Solar designs in sterling silver with 14 karat gold accents. Shown 
above (from top): Solar bead bracelet in Amethyst $625, Pink Jade $525, and Lapis $625. Solar heart 
pendant $325, narrow and wide Solar rings $225 and $275, and drop earrings $345. 

Opposite page (from left): Solar hinged cuffs with cultured pearls, black onyx and plain with gold 
accents, $525 each. Solar ball pendant and earrings, $325 each. 
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DEVOTION & ENDEARMENT
The simplicity of bold diamond design is Devotion by John Atencio. Shown above in 14 karat 
gold: Devotion hinged bracelets $4795 and $3095, Devotion diamond stud earrings $1595, pendant  
necklace $3295, and diamond hoops $3550. 

The circle of life is captured in the softly contoured circles of Endearment. Shown (at right) in 14 karat 
gold with pave diamonds: Endearment cuff bracelet $8225, small pendant $1395, and earrings $2495.
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HEARTS & ORO PERFECTO 
The beauty of the each John Atencio heart is an inspired symbol of love, charity, hope and  
compassion. Shown above in 14 karat gold (from top right): Devotion diamond heart pendant  
$2095, Devotion plain heart pendant $1195, Cherish diamond heart pendant $1595, Adore Petite  
diamond heart $795, and Adore plain diamond heart $595. 

Ancient gold forging techniques create the contoured styling of Oro Perfecto. Shown at right (from  
top) in 14 karat white, yellow and rose gold: cuff bracelets $2050, and hoop earrings $995.  
Hand-forged earrings in 14 karat gold (clockwise): Sails $695, Spirals $725, and Feathers $1350.
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